The Spring 2016 semester started with great strides for Alpha-Nu Chapter as each Brother was eager to participate in increasing our numbers during formal rush. This enabled us to accept 14 new initiates to the chapter. The new members have already begun to invest themselves in the needs of the fraternity to contribute to essential positions for continual functioning of the chapter and to aid in its growth. Alpha-Nu sustained its traditions in participating in numerous philanthropy events this semester as well. The active brotherhood was involved in the Wake Forest University annual philanthropy of Wake ‘N Shake which is a 12 hour dance marathon to benefit the Brian Piccolo Cancer Research Fund and helped supplement the final amount of raising $284,000. The chapter also took part in Discovering Education through Student Knowledge (DESK) where we painted a thematic study desk for a child in need from the Winston-Salem community. The Office of Sustainability hosted a Arbor Day event where the Greek community of Wake Forest helped plant trees and cleaned up the trails around Reynolda.
Campus. The chapter took part in the national Sigma Pi Donate Life campaign to raise awareness about the benefits of signing up to be an organ donor. We hosted our event on campus, Pie a Sigma Pi, in our effort to aid in fundraising for a fellow Alpha-Nu, Matt Tsun (’08) who was recently diagnosed with leukemia, and donated the funds to go towards his treatment. It is great to the brotherhood band together from the all years to help toward a common goal. Lastly I would like to congratulate Sigma Pi Class of 2016 on their graduation and wish them the best of luck to them on their future endeavors!

We would love to see a large number of alumni come back to visit campus and attend the football game against Army on Saturday Oct. 29.
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